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ABSTRACT
The first in a series of leaflets designed for the

dissemination of information on school building, this publication
describes and summarizes the broad issues and problems facing those
engaged in the provision of school building facilities. It is
preceded by a short statement outlining the objectives and activities
of the Programme on Educational Building. Innovations that affect
school planning under discussion are new forms of schools,
integration of school and community facilities, need for flexibility
and adaptability, and evolution of educational and building
technologies. (Author)
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PREFACE

The collection and dissemination of basic documentation in the field

of school building constitutes a continuing activity of the 0.E.C.D.

Programme on Educational Building (P.E.B.). One form which this

activity takes is the prellaration of a series of information leaflets

on selected innovatory work of special interest. The aim is to pro-

vide up-to-date information on interesting recent cases and examples

rather than to cover the full range of school building problems.

This is the first of the leaflets and, as such, is exceptional in

terms of the generality of its content. Prepared by the Secretariat

to the Programme which acknowledges with thanks the assistance of

Michael Hacker, a Principal Architect at the Department of Education

and Science, London, it is an attempt to describe and summarise the

broad issues and problems facing those at present engaged in the pro-

vision of school building facilities. It is preceded by a short

statement outlining the objectives and activities of the Programme

on Educational Building.



PROGRAMME ON EDUCATIONAL BUILDING

BACKGROUND TO PEB AND WHY IT WAS FORMED

Never before have those concerned with educational building been

faced with so many varied problems. These involve educational,

economic, architectural and technological considerations. Changes

are taking place simultaneously in the soci;,1 demand for education,

in the mobility of population, in the structural organisation of

secondary education and not least in the development of educational

theory and practice.

Growing interest in these problems among a number of Member Govern-

ments led to the creation of the O.E.C.D. Programme on Educational

Building for an initial period of three years as from 1st January 1972.

The objectives of the Programme are to facilitate the exchange of

information and experience on aspects of educational building judged

to be important by participating countries and to promote inter-

national cooperation between them regarding the technical bases for

improving the quality, speed and cost effectiveness of school

construction.

WHAT PEB DOES AND WILL DO

The Programme has three main themes : building for educational

innovation; management of building investment; and technological

innovation. Within these, a limited number of topics have been

selected for special study during the initial years of the Programme

as follows:

ActivitLj : Basic Documentation A continuous supporting activity

throughout the duration of the Programme is the collection and

dissemination of basic documentation consisting of both the normal

Secretariat work of keeping up-to-date relevant information about

school building in the participating countries and the production

and wide circulation of a number of information leaflets on selected

innovatory work of special interest.

-



Activity 2 : Building Implications of the Multi-option School In

order to maximise educational opportunity many countries are adopting

policies of generalised secondary education in which each school

offers pupils an increasingly wide range of choice in the subjects

and courses studied. The corresponding increase in the diversity of

physical facilities and teaching expertise required poses new problems

in the design of new buildings and in the adaptatic and upgrading of

existing stock. This activity is concerned with the examination of

these problems and of the solutions to them that are being developed.

Activity 3 : Industrialised Building Methods for Educational Purposes

Increasingly, countries are looking towards systems of industrialised

building as a way of solving their school construction problems. They

are thus faced with selecting suitable systems from a wide range of

alternatives or, if none proves suitable, with.sponsoring one which

is. The objective of this activity is to clarify for policy-makers

the considerations involved in using prefabricated, industrialised

and/or rationalised building methods to best advantage with respect

to educational objectives and to national financial and administra-

tive requirements.

Activity 4 : The Matching of Educational and Constructional Innovation

.(Symposium)

The Symposium to be held in the Autumn of 1973, has as its main

purpose to bring together for a first confrontation within the frame-

work of the Programme educationists, architects, engineers and

administrators/managers of school building investment in participating

countries to exchange information on national experiences, to discuss

their implications for international cooperation and more generally

examine how best to match their several interests.

Activity 2 : Institutional Arranrxements for School Buildin: The

effective economic procurement of school buildings is largely dependent

on whether the institutional arrangements adopted are of a kind which

facilitate : getting value for money; completion of buildings on time;

provision of buildings, equipment and furniture which match the needs

- iv -



of good educational practice and its rapid development in the light

of educational, social or technological innovation; and accumulation

of experience derived from buildings under construction a:-.d in use,

and application of lessons learned to new or up-dated schools. The

objective of this activity is to assist policy-makers to consider

how the formulation or reformulation of their own arrangements might

lead to _improvements respecting procurement processes and effective

use of school bui:ding stock.

Activity 6 : Adaptability in School Buildin In many countries there

is growing recognition that schools built to provide for contemporary

needs are liable to costly obsolescence unless they are capable of

adaptation to meet educational change. Developmen-;s have taken

place giving practical examples of differing approEches to the pro-

visiOn of building adaptability : either in terms of locating parti-

tions, illumination and services or in some less thorough but less

costly manner. The objective of this activity is to bring together

this recent international experience in a single comprehensive review

and clarify its architectural, educational and financial implications.

Activity 7 : Integration of School and Community Facilities

Education can be seen as a continuing process from childhood to old

age and, at the Bathe-time, the forces in the educational process

represented by tine home and community environments can be recognised

as hardly less powerful than that of the school itself. Many commuiJ-

ity facilities often duplicate to some extent facilities provided by

schools and a number of countries are exploring ways of integrating

the two, prompted by educational motives on the one hand and, on the

other by the belief that such integration can secure more effective

deployment of capital resources and show a total saving of public

money when compared with the more usual fragmentation of capital

building projects. This activity will look into recent examples in

this field and study the policy implications of such joint use

developments.
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PEB PUBLICATIONS

In addition to the information leaflets produced under the Basic

Documentation activity, reports will be published on each of the above

topics. The activities are, or will be, undertaken by inter-

disciplinary teams combining the various appropriate skills of educa-

tionist, architect/engineer, cost specialist, administrator etc.,

and each of the reports will be prepared by one member in each team

with the guidance of his or her fellow team members. The reports

for Activities 2 and 3 will be available in Summer 1973; those for

Activities 5 and 6, Summer 1974; that for Activity 7, Summer 1975;

and the publication covering the Activity 4 Symposium in Spring 1974.



SCHOOL BUILDING TODAY AND TOMORROW



BACKGROUTO TO CHATTGE

A climate of questioning, doubt and reappraisal exists ih many spheres

of educational building. Architects and educators are working

together to invent new solutions to unfamiliar problems. In many

O.E.C.D. Member countries developments have taken place in which the

challenge has been met with new educational techniques and organisa-

tions, new plan forms, new materials, new methods of building and new

systems of management. These developments spring from particular

needs and particular locations and are modified by particular

restraints. In detail they nay have no application outside the

circumstances of their origin. But principles emerge which have

broader application.

Few periods in histOry are free from evolutionary pressures but the

situation obtaining at the present time seems particularly marked by

the magnitude and speed of the changes they cause. In the field of

education and despite national variations, there is a series of

common trends which characterise this situation - some perhaps quite

generally apparent, others less so - and these in turn result in a

series of common problems in terms of their architectural implica-

tions. Many of the developments taking place constitute a move

towards the democratisation of education. They imply the abolition

of selection and the provision of equal opportunity for all regardless

of economic, social, geographical or cultural barriers. At the level

of secondary education, for example, the multi-option school - whether

a Swedish "Grundskola", a French "College d'Enseignement secondaire",

an English "Comprehensive School" or a German "Gesamtschule" - aims

at offering a basic, often common, core of knowledge coupled with a

variety of options to meet the interests and capacities of the

individual child. The content of education is changing too, in so

far as it attempts to be more closely related to the outside world,

with a consequent trend away from rigid subject specialisation towards

integrated activities.. Likewise, there is a move from academic/voca-

tional segregation towards academic/vocational integration - evidenced

by the growing importance of practical work, arts and crafts in the

general secondary curriculum -.and a parallel move from passive to
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active learning, from chalk and talk to individual discovery and

creativity. All this in turn, implies a trend away from rigid

ability grouping - whether in the form of the old tripartite system

or streaming - towards either entirely heterogeneous groups or more

subtle,and short-term settings according to acheivement in specific

parts of the curriculum and to the concept of the individualisation

of education. It also raises the whole issue of the social role of

the school.

Coupled with these trends are developments which contribute to the

ever-increasing pressures for expansion of the educational service.

There is the widening of the scope of education inevitably leading

to longer periods of education for a wider sector of the population

and a demand for higher levels of skills, for retraining and mid-

career education. All this constitutes an explosion of demand,

increasing not in a gentle slope but in an accelerating logarithmic

sweep, which gives added urgency to the continuing debate over future

forms of educational building. It is an explosion of demand which

has to be matched against limited resources that may be already

overstretched. In this context, developments in educational building

must be judged not only by their ability to provide greater oppor-

tunities for a wider sector of the population, but also by the contri-

bution they make to better use of resources.

FORM OF SCHOOLS.

The broadening of the educational programme, the changing relation-

ship between teacher and taught, and the application of new pedago-

gical concepts lead to the development of new approaches to the

problems of school building. In the traditional situation, where

children are selected by ability and aspiration for particular

schools with clearly defined learning objectives the problem is com-

paratively simple and so too are the plan forms that result. Teaching

is class and teacher orientated. Groups of children, generally of

between 30 and 40 in number are classified by age, ability and attain-

mel)t. Teaching proceeds at a measured rate in the class. Learning

objectives and the division of knowledge are clearly defined and
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reflected in the form of school, the selection of the teaching staff

and in the definition of space.

In schools of this form children remain relatively static in their

own classroom with occasional periods elsewhere for more specialised

instruction. taut as curriculum and teaching requirements grow more

complex it becomes increasingly necessary for the pupils to move from

one specialised teaching situation to another throughout the day. In

many schools the problems of circulation, movement, control and super-

vision thus created have assumed overriding importance and, indeed,

the plan forms Of many of them seem to be determined not so much by

educational need as by logistics.

The development of new teaching techniques, the re-definition of

learning objectives, the recognition of individual rather than group

need and the establishment of more adult relationships between teacher

and taught are leading to new plan forms. These can help overcome

many of the educational and social problems associated -.:Tith new types

of school organisation and result in buildings which are both more

civilised and more useful as educational tools.

The recognition that different aspects of knowledge are inter-

related and interdependent - that it may be undesirable to separate

say science and technology from philosophy and the arts - leads to

the concept of the blocking of previously separate areas of the curri-

culum into large related subject areas cnd the establishment of inter-

disciplinary courses in which groups of teachers work together with

groups of children around common. topics. This method of working

points to the need to provide inter-related blocks of accommodation

where groups can work together for comparatively long periods.

Just as it is now recognised that not all children need follow the

same curriculum, it is equally accepted that different modes of

learning are appropriate to different teaching objectives. What is

more; the same learning objectives can be attained by using different

teaching methods designed to suit the needs of the individual. Less
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reliance is now placed on the textbook and teacher-based i.,.struction.

Not only has the teacher at his disposal a whcle variety of media to

replace or to supplement the textbook : taped, films, television,

etc., but also a host of new learning techniques : discussions,

seminars, role playing, team teaching, cooperative work, and above

all independent, self-paced study. Many of these developments, as

well as being a product of the new technology of communication and

modern learning theory, stem from a new attitude to teacher/pupil

relationships. In part this reflects the extension of compulsory

schooling and in part the growing maturity of the pupils. The

teacher is coming to be regarded less as a figure of authority and

more as an equal, a guide and mentor to help the pupil achieve recog-

nised and desired objectives.

All these changes are reflected in many different ways in some recent

school plans. The accommodation no longer, consists of uniform class-

rooms, each equipped with thirty desks, a teacher1s dais and a black-

board. Standard classrooms give way to a great variety of space.

There are still areas for formal instruction, lectures or demonstra-

tions, but these are replaced in part by: space for work in small

groups, for discussions, for seminars; space for independent study

and investigation; working space for teams of teachers to discuss

common projects and prepare teaching materials; and special areas to

accommodate the new teaching/learning resources. In many parts of

the curriculum pupils are beginning to discover the excitement and

stimulus that can result from discovery more traditionally associated

with the teaching of science and craft. The prL,vism of small areas

for simple practical work, for exhibition and long-term projects is

becoming more frequent.

The common theme of these new forms of teaching space is indetermina-

tion. This reflects the need for teachers to be able to seize a

learning opportunity and to structure a teaching situation around it.

In certain fields, especially that of skills, training courses can be

highly structured and programmed. For cognitive and creative

learning considerable freedom is required. The provision of a

- 6 -
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Figure 1 : Variety of space provided to match a variety
of activities (model of part of a school)

variety of spaces and the close relationship between different learn-

ing resources allow the teacher to choose the most appropriate

resource to suit the demand of the moment. Changing relationships

between teacher and pupil call for teaching space less institutional

in character than is often the case. Carefully chosen furnishings

and finishes can help give a more domestic feeling to the spaces;

soft upholstery, carpets, curtains and pictures increasingly form

part of the vocabulary of school design.

The breakdown of the class-centred structure demands alternative

approaches to the problems of administrative and pastoral organisa-

tion. Each pupil must have a place with which he can identify: a

"home" or "base" in which he can meet his friends, keep personal

possessions and where he can find and be found by the member of staff

responsible for his welfare Pnd progress in the school. These "homes",

if located in the variety of educational activity areas provided



around the school, need in no way demand extra. space and can generally

be associated with multi-purpose social areas and small interview/in-

formal meeting rooms for senior snEff with academic or pastoral .

responsibilities. Older pupils might be given a choice and more

often than not would exercise this in favour of an area of the school

in which they have a particular interest. For social use pupils

need not be restricted to their "home" only : social life is thus

allowed to grow naturally out of common interest, clubs and societies

organised across the whole school.

Figure 2 : Small group space of a domestic character



COMMUNITY USE

The sophistication and variety of provision now being made in secon-

dary schools coupled with the growing demand for facilities for con-

tinuing adult education and recreation has led to an increasing

interest in the wider use of school buildings by the community. This

is prompted by both socio-educational and economic considerations.

First, there is the realisation nr.,t only that the community can con-

tribute to and benefit from the i)rovision of an easily accessible

range of educational and cultural facilities but also that the

activities of the school can no longer be treated in isolation but

stand to gain by being more closely related to the life of the

community outside. Second, there is the waste of resources rep2e-

sented by school facilities remaining unused during the evenings,

weekends and school holidays.

Such community use, however, requires new approaches to the planning

and design of accommodation and raises a host of new administrative

problems. The range of activities to be catered for, the kind of

facilities needed to house them, their quantification and relative

location, the siting of the community complex present problems which

concern a la-2ge number of people, organisations and administrations

with varying interests and responsibilities. Added to these are

problems of ownership, management, insurance and distribution of

capital, running and maintenance costs.

The widening of educational and social opportunity, the possibility

of a more intensive utilisation of facilities and of financial

saving which the fusion of school blitldings with other community

facilities - such as sports centres,.:libraries, theatres, exhibition

halls, youth clubs, recreation centres for old people - seems to

offer, have recently led a number of. countries to explore the concept

of joint use provision and to seek solutions to the many problems it

entails. This is not a radically new concept. Schools and evening

institutes have cohabited for many years. What is new is the scale

and degree of overlapping use and the relationship of such Community

centres to the surrounding urban contexts.

9



Figure 3 :

Example of integrated school
and community faciJities

1. Access
2. Parking (493 places)
3. Medical centre, social services centre,

dispensary, etc.
4. A:9ministration, Reception
5. Library
6. Mi...seum of technology
7. Activities centre for all
8. Archaeological workshop
9. Art workshop
10. C.E.S. (College d,enseignement

secondaire) workshop
11. C.E.S. General education
12. C.E.S. Specialised education
13. Language laboratory
14. Cultural centre
15. General meeting-room
16. Exhibition gallery
17. Covered sports area
18. Training-rooms
19. Restaurant
20. Indoor swimming pool.
21. Open air swimming pool
22. Diving pool
23. Open air theatre
24. Holiday village
25. Young workers centre
26. Shops
27. Children's reception
28. Staff accommodation
29. Tennis
30. Organised games
31. High jump
32. Gymnastic beams
33. Long jump
34. Discus-javeling
35. Rugby, football, running track
36. Bike sheds
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FLEXIBILITY ArD ADAPTABILITY

Flexibility of use has been the subject of much debate in recent

years and has led to many ingenious technical solutions in the field

of building adaptability. Rapid changes in educational organisation,

teaching method, educational technology and social attitudes all

necessitate major changes in school planning and will continue to do

so in the future. Faced with this uncertain situation some school

designers advocate minimum enclosures equipped with a variety of

demountable and relocatable equipment and partitioning.
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Figure 4 : Provision of adaptability by means of a variety
of demountable and relocatable equipment
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This appears to be an attractive solution, but does dt involve the

investment of considerable funds now, to guard against uncertainty

in the future? We now have the technical means and expertise to

Provide almOst unlimited building adaptability in terms of reloca-

table partitions, illumination and services so as to achieve the

corresponding and almost unlimited flexibility of use. But the

increased cost must be measured not only in capital outlay but also

in the loss of real choice. No case exists for solutions which

ignore the known needs of today for the sake of unknowable needs in

the future. The central problem is to allow for future variation

without sacrificing the variety and vitality needed now to match the

best in modern learning processes.

Inevitably such debate tends to focus on new provision, yet solutions

must be related to the current situation. All participatingcountries

have long - established educational systems with, in most cases, a body

of skilled and highly trained teachers working within existing build-

ings. The investment represented by these systems, in both. human and

'material'terms cannot be disregarded. Change must take place within

this existing framework and the rate and direction of change will be

influenced by the ability of the existing systems to accommodate it.

The need for flexibility and adaptability applies equally to old

buildings as to new. The rate of change has outpaced the economic

life of school buildings and +he remodelling of outdated buildings

is becoming increasingly neeesary. Not only do these buildings

require internal alteration t) meet current and unforeseeable future

teaching practice, but also extensive alteration and additions to

bring them up to acceptable standards both in terms of accommodation

and internal environment.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLO,j'f

Educational technology has affected school building design in only a

very limited way, for example with the provision of blackout facilities,

additional storage or extra cabling. Many of the developments have

in !act been concerned only with augmenting existing activities. The

television programme or the film can in many instances be seen as a

- 15
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recorded lesson in which the educational form and process is very

similar to the traditional one. The devc]ohment of educational tech-

nology may however lead to a widening in the variety of teaching/learn-

ing methods and possibly a more intensive use of the.built facilities.

Already there is growing interest in the use of programmes and equip-

ment in association with individual and other forms of self-paced work.

Figure 6 : Use of equipment for individual work

In the field of higher education there have been examples of the

successful use of open broadcast radio and television as part of a

carefully prepared learning package including occasional live seminars

and residential courses. This allows the individual to follow a

sophisticated course of instruction without the same dependence on

regular attendance in any one building. In the long run these tech-

niques suitably modified might be. applied to upper secondary education

and thus enable relatively small educational institutions to provide

a very much greater range of courses at this level.

- 15 -



Perhaps the most significant effect in applying educational techhology

as an aid to individual progress may be seen in library planning.

In some recent school buildings both the area and the function of the

traditional school library have been greatly extended. In addition

to books, the modern resource centre or mediatheque ofter ouses a

wide range of learning aids : slides, film-strips, programmed material

etc., which in conjunction with extra space provision allows both

interdisciplinary group work and individual study to take place. The

advent of cheap, reliable cassette and disc video players may further

extend the scope and flexibility of provision. Following from these

developments there may be an increasing demand for space for the pre-

viewing, editing and preparation of material by teachers involving

reprographic equipment and studio facilities.

As with so many specialist provisions, such facilities may well

require the support of a relatively large number of students to

justify in economic terms their scale and sophistication. In order

that the service can be,widely spread and used these library/resource

centres may have to be seen as distribution as well as work centres,

serving a number of otherwise detached and separate institutions.

They might be combined with public library and information centres

and could share national or eve 'national systems of information

storage and retrieval.

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY

The successful use of prefabricated or industrialised building

systems in some countries leaves little doubt that they have important

advantages to offer. An increasing number of countries is therefore

seeking in such systems solutions to problems of cost, erection time

and scarcity of professional and constructional manpower. By identi-

fying for manufacturers and builders areas of common need in educa-

tional building and indicating to them the likely levels of demand it

hap been possible to induce the development of building systems that

go some way towards answering the new requirements. In the main they

are based on steel or concrete frames with light, infill units for

external walls and internal partitions They can allow a great deal



of off -site prefabrication and the application of advanced mananerial

and design techniques. Some also provide a degree of inbnilr flexi-

bility and hence a range of choice to the designer of the individual

school.

is no IN I momEs

Figure 7 : School built using light-weight industrialised system

New plan forms, building techniques and standards have given -rise to

developments in environmental control. The need to closely inter-

relate comparatively large areas of accommodation tends to lead to

buildings with much deeper and less cellular plans than traditional

schools of classrooms and corridors. A conventional double-loaded

corridor and classroom block would. rarely be wider than 16 or 17m.

It is now common to find buildings with a minimum depth of 25-30m

partly comprising accommodation in the form of a number of large con-

tiguous open spaces. This creates problems of lighting, ventilation

and cooling, acoustics and. noise control hitherto unfamiliar in school

building. Increasing reliance on artificial lighting may well be

required to supplement the daylight and to illuminate areas remote

from the external walls. In some countries the accepted standards

haAie risen rapidly in recent years; in North America, for instance,

Goo-7w luy is now commonly provided. This increased lighting load
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25 Storage
26 Science
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languages
28 Social studies
29 Group

discussion
MOTs

30 Mathematics
31 Swedish
32 Teachers'

resource

contributes to problems of ventilation and heat gain. In these cir-

cumstances iT is not surprising to find a growing interest in mechani-

cal ventilation and cooling. The danger is that whilst the need for

deep plans springs from educational requirements, the cost of mechani-

cal ventilation may induce increasingly deep plans to reduce the cost

of the built shell with a consequent reduction of window area to an

unacceptable level, perhaps to a point when all contact with the out-

side world -

detriment of

resource and

with the sun, the wind and the elements - is lost to the

the quality of the internal spare, both as a teaching

a humane environment.
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INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMEN-TS

Developments in school building are largely dependent on the institu-

tional arrangements w:,;.ich generate and support the schools. These

arrangements vary widely from one country to another and reflect

powerful cultural, political and historical influences. They are

basically concerned, however, with the same fundamental issues: the

provision of the right facilities, at the right time, in the right

place and in the most economical way compatible with educational

objectives.

All the developments outlined previously - the new forms of schools,

the tendency towards integration of school and community facilities,

the need for flexibility and adaptability and the evolution of educa-

tional and building technologies - are innovations characteristic of

the present state of continual change. In such a situation existing

institutional arrangements for school building, conceived - as they

invariably were - at a time when education was a known and static

entity, are often inappropriate, inadequate and wasteful. They can,

in fact, inhibit rather than encourage and stimulate developments.

The need to take a fresh look at existing mechanisms and procedures

and go beyond mere modifications of detail is, in consequence,

becoming increasingly acknowledged.

The framing of new institutional arrangements, however, is much

more difficult in the present state of flux than was the case in the

traditional situation. The role of the educationist in defining

educational objectives and activities is infinitely more complex than

in the past and so is the translation of the educational programme

into the architectural brief. Likewise, the architect, who can no

longer rely on personal experience gained from his own school days

as a guide, oftenhas.difficulties in fully understanding the new

educational objectives and the means by which they can be achieved.

The former clear-cut and well-understood split in responsibilities

that existed between the educationist and the architect no longer

appears applicable and it has become increasingly necessary to rede-

fine their respective roles.

- 19 -



In -the uncertainty following from the changed and changing situation

which now obtains, it is becoming increasingly obvious that there is

no longer only one solution to the problem of facility provision at

a given level of education. This being so, there are clearly many

consequences for the way in which norms and standards, cost limits,

environmental requirements, security regulations etc., are formulated.

The search for new answers to the new problems necessitates a certain

freedom of choice for designers and a consequent plurality of solu-

tions. It can only be successful if backed by strong research and

development work and the continuous analysis of educational and tech-

nological developments, by the testing of the results of these inves-

tigations in individual projects and by the methodical evaluation of

such projects in use and feedback of experience gained. This requires

wide participation and consultation in decision-making by public

representatives, officials, parents, teachers, etc., and new forms of

collaboration between educationists, administrators and architects.

All this takes considerably more effort and time than in the past

and points to the absolute necessity for long -tern planning and

programming of school building investment so that sufficient time

can be given to the consultation, briefing and design stages at the

level of the individual school. The economic procurement of school

buildings and the effective matching of facility provision to new

educational requirements will thus, in the final analysis, be deter-

mined by the ability of the institutional arrangements to adapt to

the changed and changing conditions.
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